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Abstract: Industrial manipulators and robots play a very 

important role in the current process of advanced 

industrialization. The use of industrial robots has led to 

increased labor productivity, human replacement in 

hazardous work situations, increased product quality, rapid 

recovery of investment. Supple automation, the highest 

level of programmable automation, is organized into 

computer-driven production cells and serviced by one or 

more industrial robots. The transformation of production 

systems from the human-machine system to the human-

robot-machine system has replaced the human in the 

process of performing dangerous or uncomfortable works. 

The diversity of definitions given to industrial robots and 

the lack of consensus on the notion of "industrial robot" is 

a premise for opening new horizons in trying to bring the 

machine closer to human perfection. The present paper 

aims to conduct a study of the behavior for the work 

equipment of a forklift during the work process. The tool 

used to conduct the study was finite element analysis using 

specialized Solid Edge software. A 3D model of the 

forklift's work equipment was introduced in Solid Edge 

and a dynamic analysis was performed, which led to the 

equipment's eigenmodes and eigenfrequencies. The 

displacement of the nodes of the structure in the first 10 

eigenmodes of vibration and the potential deformation 

energy accumulated by the system were chosen for 

visualization, suggestive results and especially important 

for the specialists in the domain of construction 

equipments. 

Key words: industrial manipulators and robots, advanced 

industrialization, behavior for the work equipment of a 

forklift, specialized Solid Edge software, dynamic analysis, 

eigenmodes and eigenfrequencies. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

At present, an advanced industrialization of 

productive processes is taking place worldwide. This 

process is correlated with the automation 

phenomenon, which is achieved with the help of 

industrial robots and manipulators [1, 2]. 

Industrial robots are versatile and their use leads to a 

number of economic and social benefits. 

With the introduction of industrial manipulators and 

robots, the human-machine production system has 

been transformed into a human-robot-machine 

system. Through this transformation, the workers 

were exempted from performing dangerous or 

uncomfortable work [3, 4]. 

Robots participate in the processes of handling, 

storage and transport of materials. 

Warehousing is an activity that involves storing goods 

in covered or uncovered warehouses [1, 2, 4]. 

The technological engineering of transport, handling 

and storage leads to the finding of efficient technical-

economic solutions, through which the following is 

achieved: 

 increase the speed of circulation of handling 

equipment and means of transport; 

 reduction of time on the manipulated area; 

 efficient use of storage spaces; 

 maintaining the quality and integrity of goods 

throughout the transport process; 

 reduction or elimination of manual activities 

through the widespread introduction of automation, 

robotics and cybernetics in the activity of economic 

units [5, 6]. 

 

2. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS ABOUT 

FORKLIFTS 

 

The forklift is a small industrial vehicle that has a 

platform in front of it with a hydraulic fork attached. 

The platform can be raised or lowered for handling 

loads. 

Forklifts have the advantage that they can be handled 

in tight spaces, where larger vehicles do not have 

access [4, 5]. 

Forklifts are commonly used in several industries: 

 construction - industrial forklifts can be used on 

construction sites when unloading brick pallets, 

construction materials, steel beams. It is important to 
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note that forklifts used in construction must be 

forklifts adapted to rough terrain, with large wheels, 

to help them move on different types of terrain 

(Figure 1) [7]; 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. Forklifts for constructions [7] 

 

 warehouses - they are mainly used for loading or 

unloading trucks, for transporting goods and for 

arranging pallets on storage racks (Figure 2) [8]; 

 

 

 
Fig. 2. Forklifts for warehouses [8] 

 

recycling - are used for recycling operations, 

unloading trucks or unloading recycling containers 

and transporting them in sorting compartments 

(Figure 3) [9]; 

shipyards - forklifts are used in ports, helping to 

unload or load ships, to transport containers (Figure 

4) [10]; 

other uses - with the help of a forklift and a snow plow 

attached, a snow space can be cleaned (Figure 5) [11, 12]. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Forklifts for recycling [9] 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 4. Forklifts for shipyards [10] 

 

 

3. CASE STUDY 

 

In a first stage, the 3D modeling of the work 

equipment of the forklift was made and for this a 

functional forklift was used as a model within a 

company that operates in a cash & carry system with 

a form of self-service wholesale trade. For the chosen 

forklift model, the forks and their support were 

measured (Figure 6). 

The execution of the 3D model of the lifting arms, 

called forks, as well as their fastening system was 

done in Autodesk Mechanical Desktop, software 

specialized in 3D mechanical engineering, design and 

simulation. 
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Fig. 5. Forklifts for various uses [11, 12] 

 

With the help of these component parts was made the 

work equipment assembly of the forklift, shown in 

Figure 7. 

In a second stage, the work equipment assembly was 

imported into the Solid Edge software, where an 

analysis in frequency was performed, following 

which the first 10 vibration eigenmodes of the forklift 

work equipment were highlighted. 

 

 
Fig. 6. The real equipment used as a model 

 

 
Fig. 7. Realization of the assembly between the fork and 

the fastening system 

 

The assembly has been embedded on the 4 cylindrical 

surfaces that are practiced on the fork clamping 

system, surfaces that ensure the displacement of the 

work equipment along the mast. 

Within the type of modal analysis, Solid Edge 

provides the user with various results, following 

which he will choose what he considers suggestive 

for the analyzed case. 

In Figure 8 are shown the values of the 

eigenfrequencies for the working equipment of the 

forklift and their variation mode for the first 10 

eigenmodes of vibration.  

Eigenmode Frequency 

value, [Hz] 

 

1 28.91 

2 29.23 

3 32.94 

4 32.99 

5 144.0 

6 145.7 

7 195.5 

8 198.3 

9 230.2 

10 261.5 

Fig. 8. The values of the eigenfrequencies and their variation mode for the first 10 eigenmodes of vibration 
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The results were taken from the Solid Edge software 

and, based on the values of the eigenfrequencies for 

the forklift equipment, a variation graph of them was 

drawn up in the first 10 eigenmodes. 

For the present paper, it was interesting to visualize 

the behavior for the work equipment of the forklift 

when the frequency response is a displacement. 

Displacement is an important kinematic parameter of 

the movement of any mechanical system and if this 

parameter acquires extremely high values, the system 

fails due to the occurrence of the resonance 

phenomenon [13]. That is why it is important to 

know the displacements values. 

The displacements of the structure in the first 10 

eigenmodes of vibration and their values are shown 

in Figure 9. 
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Fig. 9. The displacements of the structure nodes and their values corresponding to the 

first 10 eigenmodes of vibration 

 

Figure 10 shows the variation mode of the 

displacements of the structure nodes for each of the 

first 10 eigenmodes of vibration. The variation of the 

displacements is relatively close in values, but the 

maximum value of the displacements appears for the 

eigenmode with the number 7. 

It was also of interest to visualize the potential strain 

energy accumulated by the system in each of the 10 

eigenmodes of vibration for which the analysis was 

performed, shown in Figure 11. The visualization of 

the potential strain energy stored by the system 

following its solicitation and the values of this energy 

leads to obtaining valuable information for specialists 

in the domain [14]. 

Figure 12 shows the variation mode of the potential 

strain energy for each of the first 10 eigenmodes of 

vibration. There is a very similar variation, up to 

overlap, of the potential deformation energy 

accumulated by the equipment in the first 4 

eigenmodes, then close variation, but increasing in 

maximum values, for modes 5 with 6, 7 with 8, 9 

with 10. 

 

 
Fig. 10. The variation mode of the displacements of the structure nodes for 

each of the first 10 eigenmodes of vibration 
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Fig. 11. The potential strain energy accumulated by the system and its values 

in each of the 10 eigenmodes of vibration 

 

 
Fig. 12. The variation mode of the potential strain energy accumulated by the system 

 

Next was made in Microsoft Excel a graph of 

variation of the maximum values of the 

displacements of the structure nodes according to the 

values of the eigenfrequencies of the working 

equipment of the forklift for the first 10 eigenmodes 

of vibration. 

The graph in Figure 13 shows an increasing evolution of 

the maximum values of the displacements of the structure 

nodes directly proportional to the values of the 

eigenfrequencies from the eigenmode 1 to the eigenmode 

7, then an increasing evolution of the maximum values of 

the displacements of the structure nodes inversely 

proportional to the values of the eigenfrequencies from 

the eigenmode 8 to the eigenmode 10. 

Also, a graph of variation of the maximum values of 

the potential strain energy was made according to the 

values of the eigenfrequencies of the working 

equipment of the forklift for the first 10 eigenmodes 

of vibration. 

The graph in Figure 14 shows an increasing evolution of 

the maximum values of the potential strain energy 

directly proportional to the values of the eigenfrequencies 

for all the 10 eigenmodes of vibration analyzed. 

 

 
Fig. 13. The variation graph of frequency - maximum 

displacements of the structure nodes for the first 10 

eigenmodes of vibration 

 

 
Fig. 14. The variation graph of frequency - maximum 

values of the potential strain energy for the first 10 

eigenmodes of vibration 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

The analysis of the eigenmodes of vibration for the 

work equipment of the forklift was performed in 

order to make an estimate of the eigenfrequencies 

range of this constructive type of equipment. The 

information obtained from this analysis is useful 

because it highlights the possible occurrence of the 

resonance phenomenon. 

Mechanical resonance is the tendency of a 

mechanical system to absorb more energy when the 

oscillation frequency becomes identical to one of the 

eigenfrequencies of the system (resonant 

frequencies), as opposed to absorbing energy at other 

frequencies. This phenomenon can lead to disastrous 

vibrations for static or dynamic equipments and for 

structures, constructions or buildings. 

Also, the visualization of the potential strain energy 

stored by the system following its solicitation and the 

values of this energy leads to obtaining valuable 

information for specialists in the domain. 

A body solicitated within elastic limits by a system of 

external loads deforms, external loads displace and an 

energy work occurs, called external energy work. As 

the body deforms, under the action of a certain 

solicitation, the consumption of energy work leads to 

the accumulation in the body of a potential strain 

energy. This amount of energy is released when the 

body is unloaded or released, which determines the 

reversibility of the deformations, when is performed 

the condition that the stress does not exceed the limit 

of elasticity of the considered material. 

The property of solid bodies for storing potential 

energy has many technical applications (clock 

springs, suspensions, elastic damping elements). The 

expressions of the strain energy are the basis of some 

general methods for calculating the bending 

deformations of elastic systems. 
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